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ABOUT THE PLAY

Secret in the Wings runs 1 hour 20 minutes. Professor Shanga Parker leads After Show talks on Friday, April 22 and Wednesday, April 27.

The play incorporates the following six fairy tales: The Three Blind Queens; Stolen Pennies; The Princess Who Wouldn’t Laugh; The Three Snake Leaves; Allerleira, also called Thousand-Furs or Deerskins; The Six Swans, or Silent for Seven Years

All but The Six Swans are presented in an interrupted way: the first half of each in the above order, and then the second half in reverse order. The Three Blind Queens is from an Italian folk tale, the rest are found in Grimm’s.

DIRECTOR’S NOTE

Secret in the Wings is based on a series of not-so-familiar fairy tales that hold beautiful, haunting and dream-like images. These stories provide a starting point for an exciting process of exploration that calls together the creative imaginations of everyone involved. Having gone to graduate school with Mary Zimmerman, it has been a special pleasure to take up her work with this dynamic and talented group of students at UW. Like the central character at the heart of each fairy tale, this play takes us on a journey of the imagination, from basement to forest, through sea and sky, mountain and desert, abandonment and redemption. In the process, we are called upon to face our fears, to discover our unique gifts, to help each other and to be open to transformation. We thank you for being here to witness this journey, and we invite you to join us in our “play.”

Julie Beckman, Director

CAST

In order of appearance

Rachel Brow—Heidi, Blind Queen, Swan Brother
Elizabeth Officer—Heidi’s Mother, Blind Queen, Lady in Waiting, Princess in Snake Leaves, Allerleira’s Mother, Six Swans Royal Mother, Sister in Stolen Pennies

Joshua John Schipper—Heidi’s Father, Suitor, Allerleira’s Father, Father of Six Swans, Sea Captain, Beggar, Narrator of Conclusion

Billy Gleeson—Mr. Fitzpatrick (the Ogre), Ambassador to Three Blind Queens, King in Six Swans, Servant in Snake Leaves, Stranger in Stolen Pennies

Ben Phillips—First Prince, Suitor, Forest Animal, Youngest Swan Brother (Andrew), Father of Snake Leaves, Princess, Brother in Stolen Pennies, Son of Three Blind Queens

Prince Jenkins—Second Prince, Father of Princess Who Wouldn’t Laugh, Boy Who Loves Princess in Snake Leaves, Forest Animal, Swan Brother,

Jay Myers—Third Prince, Suitor, Chorus in Snake Leaves, Forest Animal, Swan Brother, King in Allerleira, Papa in Stolen Pennies

Shaudi Bianca Vahdat—Blind Queen, Lady in Waiting, Chorus in Snake Leaves, Heidi’s Friend Laura, Sister in Six Swans, Mother in Stolen Pennies

Emily Fassler—Nursemaid, Princess Who Wouldn’t Laugh, Chorus in Snake Leaves, Heidi’s Friend Louise, Swan Brother

Colleen Bjurstrom—Child in Stolen Pennies, Lady in Waiting, Chorus in Snake Leaves, Allerleira, Swan Brother
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ABOUT THE PLAYWRIGHT

Mary Zimmerman has always been drawn to ancient literature and stories based in oral tradition. Works which she has adapted and directed include Argonautika, The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, The Odyssey, Arabian Nights, Journey To The West, Metamorphoses, Eleven Rooms of Proust, S/M, and Silk. In 2002 she created a new opera with Philip Glass, Galileo Galilei, which played at the Goodman Theatre, the Barbican in London and the Brooklyn Academy of Music. She is a member of the Lookingglass Theatre Company of Chicago, an Artistic Associate of the Goodman Theatre and a Professor of Performance Studies at Northwestern University. She is the recipient of a 1998 MacArthur Fellowship, a 2002 Tony Award, and ten Joseph Jefferson Awards.

FURTHER READING


IN MEMORY

Mark Chamberlin, Actor, Advocate, Friend. Mark’s presence on our Advisory Board, and his steadfast support of young theatre professionals will be long remembered. We also salute his work for ALS, which touched so many, and treasure the inspired performances we have enjoyed.

COMING UP

Picasso at the Lapin Agile by Steve Martin directed by Andrew McGinn May 15 - 29 Penthouse Theatre MFA Directing Candidate Production

For more information, or to make a donation to the UW School of Drama, please visit: drama.washington.edu
FRIENDS OF DRAMA, WE APPRECIATE YOUR SUPPORT

Gifts to the Friends of Drama fund are used to support the School’s commitment to excellence in theatre education. In the past, funds have been used to bring in guest lecturers, support season productions and provide emergency financial aid to students. Wherever, whenever a need may arise, our Friends of Drama help ensure we can meet it. Thank you.

Donors to the Friends of Drama fund as of April 4, 2011:

$10,000+
Anonymous

$2,500+
Chapman Charitable Trust
Joe & JoAnne Creager
Sally Anne West

$1,000+
Joanne R. Euster

$500+
Amy Scott & Stephen Alley
Odai Johnson
Laura J. Wickman

$250+
Martha Brockenbrough & Adam Berliot
Katie J. Frisbie
Ruth M. Hoover & Ross E. Hudson
Mark & Carol Jenkins
Richard & Kathleen Kirkendall
Donald & Alice Jean Lewis
Minow 2005 Charitable Lead Trust
Washington Ensemble Theatre
Daniel & Catherine Weatbrook

$100+
Emory & Marilyn Ackley
Richard E. Arnold
Kalman Brauner & Amy Carlson
Thomas Cain
Mary Connie & William Comfort
Rebecca Herzfeld & Gordon Crawford
Richard & Beverly Davis
Joan & Steven Goldblatt
Susan D. Hendricks
Gregg Henry & Lisa James
Michael David Immerwahr
Hinton Greene Kittrell
Frank & Mary Montgomery
Eric & Karen Richter
John Timmons
Sally Ann Williams

$50+
Linda Heuertz & Kenneth Clatterbaugh
Stephan Dobay
Martha Mattus & William Flynn
Mark Gibson
Richard Karl Greene
Paul Edmund Horpedahl
Bruce M. Jinneman
Allan M. Kutoff
Christine Marie Livingston
Rebecca & James Martin
Jimmie Robinson
Richard Lockhart Rogers
Nancy Lynn Simon
Robert von Tobel
Albert Williams

$10+
Nancy H. Savage
Mary Ann Anderson
Diane K. Baas
Leone Belzer Berghuis
John H. Caley Jr.
Marian L. Dainard
Gloria Miroslava Derbawka
Danielle Marie Franich
Jeanne Elizabeth Franz
Garthwait & Griffin Films Inc.
Mary K. Garvin
Joan Gibbs-Iverson & James Ventenbergs
Peggy S. Holman
Debra Joan Landers
Jennefer E. Ludwigsen
Joan Nykreim
Mark Yutaka Okinaka
Gregory John Olsson
Nedra & Ivor Parry
Edward M. Piper
Timothy & Jill Pringle
Karen Louise Reed
George Alfred Scranton
Greg Robin Smith
Susan Ward
Adam Mark Weisman
Robert & June Henry
Louisa B. Steele
Vicki Vanecek-Young

An additional thank you to all those who attended this year’s Celebration & Benefit auction. Your participation helped raise an additional $35,000 for the Friends of Drama fund!